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The view is advocated that to preserve a deductivist account of science against recent
criticism, it is necessary to incorporate experimental error, or imprecision, in the
deductive structure. The sources of imprecision in empirical variables are analyzed,
and the notion of conceptual imprecision introduced and illustrated. This is then used
to clarify the notion of the acceptable range of a functional law. It is further shown
that imprecision may be ascribed to parameters in laws and theories without rendering
the deductive structure untestable. It is claimed that this analysis explicates the relation
between laws and theories in a way that invalidates certain arguments against its
deductive nature.

Recent attacks on deducibility as a criterion of scientific explanation
1. Introduction.
have gathered support from an inadequate deductivist account of experimental error.
Feyerabend's attack 'is based upon the fact that one and the same set of observational
data is compatiblewith very differentand mutually inconsistent theories. This is possible ...
because the truth of an observation statement can always be asserted within a certain
margin of error only' ([7], p. 48) (Feyerabend's italics). His examples, and a later
article, ([8], p. 10) make it clear that he is not making the elementary logical point that
any statement, L, can be deductively explained by each of two other statements,
T1,1T2,which are incompatible, i.e. that T1 D L *T2 DL T1 D - T2 is not a contradiction (being satisfied for instance by
T1=dfL

-L1 and T2

dfL*L,).

Sellars, in similar vein, is led to observe 'that theories about observable things do not

explainempiricallaws, they explainwhy observablethingsobey,to the extentthat they do,
these empirical laws' ([20], p. 71) (Sellars' italics). This is because the exact mathematical form of a law is commonly not deducible from the theory which purports to
explain it. What is deducible is a 'law, T", which, while being experimentally
indistinguishable from T' ... is yet inconsistent with T" ([7], p. 47). Thus Galilei's
law requires a constant vertical acceleration in a freely falling body, while Newton's
theory of gravitation requires the acceleration to increase as the body approaches the
earth ([7], p. 47). Yet again, Feyerabend refers to the existence of 'mutually incompatible but factually adequate theories' ([7], p. 50).
* Received October, 1964.
Versions of this paper have been given to Cambridge seminars in Moral Sciences and History
and Philosophy of Science. I am indebted to Dr. M. B. Hesse for detailed criticism of the thesis
expounded in this paper, and to Dr I. Hacking, Dr I. Lakatos, Dr J. 0. Wisdom, Mr D. Hirschmann, and Mr G. Molland for comments and advice on specific points. The remaining mistakes
are all my own work.
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wish to suggest that these views rest on a misleadinginterpretationof what I shall
call 'functional laws', i.e. laws in the form of mathematicalfunctionalrelationsbetween
variables, operationally defined, which can assume any value in some continuous
range(e.g. length, pressure,temperature,concentration,hardness,time). In particular,
such laws are takento asserta relationbetween precisevalues of the variablesinvolved,
and the mysteriesof their connectionwith the inevitablyimprecisedata which support
them are dismissed as trivial or relegatedto a footnote. 'Once (errorsof measurement
and other forms of experimentalerror) ... have been discounted, our attention can
turn to the logico-mathematicalstructure' ([20], p. 73). For the simple case of a
relationbetween two variables,a functionallaw is takento be completelyrepresentable
by a line on such a diagramas Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1

On this interpretation,it is indeed obvious that two such laws, T1 and T2, need
stand in no deductive relationeither to each other or to the scattereddata points with
which they can only be statisticallyassociated.But 'explainingwhy observablethings
obey, to the extent that they do, these empiricallaws' involves explainingwhy the data
points are scatteredso far (and no further) about the lines, which this interpretation
is inadequateto do. To 'discount' experimentalerror and separateit from the (e.g.
statistical)content of a functional law is a very arbitrary,if not impossible,operation.
Considerthe following example.
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A piece of radium is left to disintegrate. A functional law relates its mass to its
initial mass and the time of decay. Readings of these quantities are scattered about the
law-line in the usual discountably erroneous way. But the discount increases steadily
in relative importance, until at some point the whole precise-functional-deterministiclaw-plus-error scheme is suddenly exchanged for a statistical description from which
experimental error as a separable concept has disappeared. This arbitrary change in
the description of an obviously continuous process is so unrealistic as to suggest that
a more adequate account of the functional law would connect experimental error, or
imprecision (which term I prefer to 'error' as not suggesting some precise 'truth'), more
closely with the variables involved.
I shall further suggest that a more adequate account of functional laws, incorporating
imprecision in some way, is necessary to the defense of a deductivist treatment of
science. The defenders of deductivism have left themselves open to attack because
they have also interpreted functional laws as relating precise values of variables.
Hempel, for example, has a dismissive footnote ([9], p. 101) for Duhem's earlier
attacks, in which he admits that 'the explanation of a general law by means of a theory
will usually show (that) ... the law holds only in close approximation, but not strictly',
citing Duhem's example ([6], p. 193) of the inconsistency of Kepler's laws and
Newton's theory, but seems not to find this a difficulty for the deductivist account of
science. Personally, I find approximate 'but not strict' deduction a difficult notion.
Deducibility does not come by degrees; either one statement follows from another
or it does not. Popper takes the same examples to illustrate a 'sufficient condition for
depth' in a theory that 'it corrects (laws) while explaining them', and hence avoids
'circularity' by 'deducing something better in their place' [18]. Unfortunately, the
sense in which the 'something' is 'better' or more 'correct' is not made clear. Nor is
Brodbeck's defense convincing: 'There is no deduction ... of a single, exact value.
There is instead a strict deduction, by the probability calculus, of a so-called "chance"
variable, that is, a frequency distribution, which is quite another thing' ([4], p. 244).
This simply transforms the problem into that of going from a finite number of data
points to a frequency distribution and then back again-neither step being deductive in
the sense required.
In short, on the orthodox interpretation of functional laws, I think the arguments of
Feyerabend et al., must be conceded. In the rest of this paper, I shall try to show how
an alternative interpretation, incorporating experimental imprecision, can be set up
within a testable, deductive scientific structure. It is well recognized that applying an
operational definition to measuring a variable gives only approximate information about
its value ([6], Pt.2, Ch.3; [3], Ch.2). It seems an obvious step to build this approximation, or imprecision, into the variable, i.e to deny that it has a precise value (if only we
could measure it) and hence to deny that laws relate such precise values. If this can be
done, Feyerabend's arguments collapse, since a) mathematical inconsistency is not
sufficient to distinguish laws that are not 'precise', and b) it need not be conceded
that 'precise' laws can in some mysterious non-deductive way be 'factually adequate'
to explain imprecise data. What would then be deducible from a functional law would
be, not any precise position of data points, but that such imprecise readings will lie in
some (precisely) demarcated region, as in Figure 2. This region I shall call the 'acceptable range' of the law.
The desirability of this suggestion cannot usefully be discussed until it is shown
to be feasible. In Section 2, I consider kinds of imprecision in operationally defined
variables, and especially conceptual imprecision. Section 3 relates such imprecision to the
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acceptable range of a law in a way shown to be consistent with scientific practice.
Section 4 considers the possibility of imprecision in empiricalparameters.Section 5
discusses theoreticalparameters,and the consequences of demanding refutabilityin a
deductive structure.I shall not be concernedto defend deductivism as such, nor shall
I deal with the associated question of 'meaning invariance' ([7], p. 33). These are
matters for another paper.
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FIGURE 2

2. Imprecision. It is necessary to establish a terminology.Any continuous range
of values which a variablemay assumeis an interval.A valueis, more precisely, a point
containedin such an interval.The measureof a set of values defining an intervalis its
of it.
length.Applying the operationaldefinitionof a variableconstitutes a measurement
an
is
a
the
a
is
interval
of
of
variable.
reading
values,
The result of measurement,which
A measuredvalue of a variableis any value contained in a reading.Imprecision,i(x),
in a variable, x, is to be taken according to context either as an interval containing
values which are not empiricallydistinguishableor as the length of such an interval.
Experimentalimprecision exists in every variable regardlessof the particularlaw,
in which it is a term, being used or tested. The first limit to precision is set by the
operationaldefinition and some requirementof reproducibilityin the readings.If the
latter are assertedtoo precisely,they will not be agreed by differentobservers,or they
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will not be consistently maintained over the period of observation. This is operational
imprecision, and its causes are in varying degrees incidental to, or inherent in, the
operational definition. At one extreme, it may arise from poor eyesight on the part of an
observer; at the other, from the wave nature of light. Such distinctions, though important, are often arbitrary, as there is no general agreement on the detail to which an
operational definition should be given. Fortunately, they are not directly relevant to
the ensuing argument, and it will be sufficient to lump all such effects together as
operational imprecision.
A more relevant distinction is that between operational and conceptual imprecision.
The latter arises not from any one operational definition but from the fact that any
empirical term must have at least two such possible definitions. It is worth a digression
to establish this important point.
For a term, whether a variable (length, temperature ...) or such another term as those
denoting substances (water, iron ...) to convey information it must be used in a law
not entailed by its own operational definition. Defining temperature by a gas thermometer says nothing about the world until the defined term is related to others in a
logically distinct way, e.g. by finding the law of thermal expansion of mercury in glass.
But then this law in turn can be made to provide an alternative operational definition
of temperature. So any law into which such a term enters can be used to provide at
least part of an operational definition of it. A chemical substance can be identified in
point, solubility, chemical
analysis by any suitable set of its properties-melting
reactions, color, hardness, etc. Similarly, length can be measured from the period
of a pendulum, the flow of a viscous fluid, the extension of a rod on heating or under
stress, by sundry optical and mechanical means-in short, by invoking any applicable
law-like relation in which length is a term.
Clearly, a law-like relation used as part of an operational definition is not, while
being so used, refutable by the outcome of the experiment. Since the term 'law' is
commonly taken to imply refutability, I shall use 'relation' where it is not clear whether
the statement is involved in an operational definition or not. A law is a relation that
is not so involved, and a defining relation, one that is. A set of relations, containing one
or more members, which is sufficient to provide a complete operational definition of a
term, is a defining set.
It follows from the above that an operationally defined term, A, must enter into at
least two logically distinct relations, neither of which is necessarily a defining relation
of any other term. In fact, A will normally enter into a number of such relations,
, and many subsets of this set of relations may serve as defining sets for A
2L
in different contexts. Various reasons of theory and convenience lead to different
choices of defining sets on different occasions and over different ranges of the variable.
The thermocouple and pyrometer become the standards of high temperature measurement, as the micrometer and interferometer replace the metre rule for short lengths.
Nevertheless, through all these shifts of operational definition, the continued use of a
single term, A, presupposes all the accepted relations into which it enters, whether
they are defining relations on any particular occasion or not. Thus identifying a
chemical substance permits an immediate inference to every established physical and
chemical property of it, not just those which happened to be involved in that particular
identification. Similarly, however any length is in fact measured, it is invariably
implied by the use of the term that invoking any other relation which could be applied
to that length would give a consistent reading.
As operational imprecision is decreased by refined methods of measurement,
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readings given by different defining sets may fail to correlate. It is this failure which
generates conceptual imprecision, since to assert the value of the variable any more
precisely is to falsify one or more accepted law into which it enters. Conceptual
imprecision is thus a measure of the discrepancy between readings given by two or
more defining sets. It has been established that any useful empirical term must have at
least two possible defining sets. Consequently, conceptual imprecision may be revealed
in any variable by sufficiently precise measurement.
Conceptual and operational imprecision are quite independent, and either may be
the dominant source of imprecision in a variable. Some examples may serve to illustrate
and clarify these notions:
a) The height of the atmosphere is conceptually imprecise. Its operational definition
could be given much greater precision as the height to some arbitrary density level.
But then fluctuations in e.g. temperature would lead to a failure of this to correlate
with height defined by pressure at sea level, so that inferences drawn from one to the
other with such precision would not be valid.
b) Suppose a chemical reaction in a continuous flow stirred tank to be exothermic
and temperature sensitive in its rate. The temperature is measured by a thermometer
which can be consistently read to 0.10. This is operational imprecision. The temperature rises 10 from the side to the center of the tank. This is conceptual imprecision
in 'the temperature of the tank', since if it is given more precisely, either accepted laws
of heat loss from the side of the tank or of reaction rates in the center (where the
temperature is higher and the bulk of the reaction takes place) are falsified.
c) There are various ways of measuring size distributions of collections of small
particles-with a microscope, by wet or dry sieving, by settling in still or moving air
or liquid, using various centrifugal devices. Each method is operationally precise to a
few percent, but they correlate to only 10-20%. Thus only a 'settling size' or 'wetsieve size' distribution can be asserted with any precision. Values of the single term
'particle size', applying to all these contexts, can be given to a precision not better than
10%.
I cannot think of one common variable in the physical sciences which sufficiently
accurate measurement would not reveal as conceptually imprecise. The dimensions
and mass of the most rigid, inert, and involatile solid are conceptually imprecise on an
atomic scale; so are pressure and temperature even in the most isolated and stable
equilibrium situation imaginable. For the rest of this paper, I shall assume that all
empirical variables are, as a matter of fact, conceptually imprecise.
While philosophers of science have long recognized the 'approximate character of
empirical knowledge' ([3], p. 33), they have always explained it in terms of operational
imprecision. Thus Bridgman refers to a 'penumbra of uncertainty ... to be penetrated
by improving the accuracy of measurement' ([3], p. 33). Nagel notes, for example,
'the tacit assumption underlying the use of ... diverse procedures (for measuring electric
current) ... that they yield concordant results' ([16], p. 84), and how one 'theoretical
notion is made to correspond to two or more experimental ideas' ([16], p. 99). But he
does not consider these sources of conceptual imprecision in discussing the 'haziness'
and 'lack of sharp contours' of experimental ideas, as when 'what is experimentally
identified as a spectral line corresponds, not to a unique wavelength, but to a vaguely
bounded range of wavelengths' ([16], p. 100). Some of the examples in which Duhem
contrasts precise 'theoretical facts' with imprecise 'practical facts' ([6], p. 134) suggest
conceptual rather than operational imprecision: 'the body is no longer a geometrical
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solid; it is a concrete block. However sharp its edges none is a geometrical intersection
of two surfaces; instead, these edges are more or less rounded and dented spines'
([6], p. 134). But he refers explicitly only to operational imprecision: 'the degree of
approximation ... increases (sic) gradually as instruments are perfected' ([6], p. 172).
Conceptual imprecision is more akin to Quine's 'vagueness' ([19], Ch. 4). Consider
one of his examples, of how a river is distinguished from its tributaries. A precise
definition of 'tributary' could easily be given were it not that one wishes to draw
several logically distinct inferences: that the tributary is shorter than the river, that it
has a smaller volume flow, etc. But as the two properties (of being shorter, of having
the smaller flow) do not always correlate, the term 'tributary' cannot always be applied
without falsifying one or other accepted relation. Since 'tributary' is not a variable
term, this vagueness of application cannot be removed by ascribing a definable imprecision to its value, as can be done with length, temperature or (to take another of
Quine's examples) the size of cities.
All that can be done with a non-variable term is to recognize that it is, in Kdrner's
phrase, an 'inexact concept' for which there are 'neutral candidates' ([12], Ch. 7;
[13], Ch. 8; [14]). The term is made 'exact' by an arbitrary assignment of neutral
candidates as 'positive or negative instances'. Kdrner denies the possibility of a deductive relation between the exact concepts of mathematics and the inexact concepts of
experience, and insists that there must first be a non-deductive idealization of the
empirical concept. Clearly 'imprecision', as I have defined it, is an exact concept,
since there are no neutral candidates: either a value of a variable is contained in an
interval of imprecision or it is not. It could be retorted that it is as arbitrary to set
mathematically precise limits to these intervals as to ascribe unique values to the
variable itself, that these limits in turn can only be located within some imprecise
interval, and that no finite number of such refinements to the deductive structure will
capture the 'inexactness' or 'vagueness' of the empirical term. I do not think this is so:
a precisely bounded interval of imprecision seems to me sufficient to characterize
empirical variables. Apparent exceptions, doubtful cases or neutral candidates can be
accounted for on the normal law interpretation introduced in the next section. In short,
I think that for an important class of terms in science, namely operationally defined
continuous variables, the inexactness of experience can be captured within a deductive
structure by the exact concepts of operational and conceptual imprecision. If this is so,
the complications of Korner's 'provisional' logic ([14], p. 279) would seem to be
largely superfluous.
A functional law is used by predicting a
3. Imprecision and Acceptable Range.
value (or set of values) of one (dependent) variable from readings of the other (independent) variables. It is tested by comparing measured and predicted values of the dependent variable. If the difference is more than a certain amount, the law is rejected;
if less, (provisionally) accepted. This amount is thus a measure of the acceptable range
(see p. 107) of a law, which can therefore be defined by some interval which must
contain and only contain the difference of measured and predicted values of the
dependent variable if the law is not to be refuted. This interval is the acceptabtleinterval
for the particular dependent variable. (For brevity, a reading (set of readings) will be
called 'acceptable' and said to 'fall in' the acceptable interval (range) if it does not on
this criterion refute the law. This is equivalent to taking a predicted value as the
origin for the dependent variable.) For the simple case of Figure 2, the acceptable
intervals are exemplified by those shown in Figure 3. Note that either variable may
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be taken as dependent, as is commonly the case (e.g. the simple gas law, PV
RT,
may be used to predict pressure,volume or temperatureas occasion requires).

/

(x)/

Acceptable

FIGURE

Intervals

3

The length of an acceptableintervalis clearly a function of the imprecision(operational or conceptual)in each variable,and it is necessaryto give grounds for selecting
any one such function. Consider what scientific practice takes imprecision,i(x), in a
variable,x, to assert. Readingsof x are normallytaken to a greaterprecisionthan i(x).
Repeated readings are found not to be uniformly distributedwithin i(x) but tend to
bunch more closely near the center of the interval. These observed characteristicsare
roughlyreproducedby the Normal Law (Gaussian)distributionof values ([ 11],p. 64).
The use of this distribution is ostensibly justified by the Central Limit theorem
([51,p. 214). which shows that, if the variationin values containedin repeatedreadings
has a number,n, of independentcauses, then (subjectto certainvery broadlimitations)
the distribution of these varied values tends towards that of the normal law as n
increaseswithout limit. In many cases, some such independent causes can readily be
envisaged: effects of fluctuating electrical, magnetic, gravitational fields, thermal
convection and conduction, elastic and fluid pressure and friction forces, mass
transferetc. In generalit seems plausibleto suppose that the large number of possibly
relevant factors necessarily neglected in any operationaldefinition is responsible for
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the rough agreement often noted between the normal law and the distribution of
repeated readings. This is the most that can properly be said. On any given occasion
it is never possible to either prove or disprove that each possibly relevant factor meets
the conditions of the central limit theorem, or that the number of such factors is large
enough for the theorem to be properly applied. But I think the observed agreement
will serve to support a convention interpreting imprecision in variables in such a way
as to generate a consistent definition of the acceptable range of a law which conforms
to actual scientific practice.
Thus I shall interpret imprecision in a variable in the following way. The end-points
of the interval of imprecision are interpreted as points symmetrically disposed on a
normal law distribution such that there is a very small chance of a value contained in a
reading of the variable lying outside these points. This chance is uniquely determined
by specifying the length of the interval as so many standard deviations of the distribution. It need not be prescribed except that it is the same for each variable and sufficiently small. (The widespread use of 95 and 99% confidence limits in the scientific
literature suggests that 'sufficiently small' may be taken to be ca. 1%) I shall call
this interpretation with these assumptions about the chances the 'normal law interpretation' of imprecision in variables.
The normal law thus allows a small chance of a discrepant reading, while on a
stricter view one such counter-example-a fleeting glimpse of an off-white swan or
greying raven-should be sufficient for refutation. In fact, any scientist is prepared
to ignore a certain fraction of discrepant readings, to say in effect that some mistake
was made in carrying out an operational definition, so that they were not legitimate
readings at all. Thus for example: "One immediate application of the error function
is its assistance in deciding whether an individual result falling well away from the
main group of results can legitimately be rejected from the series ... two schools of
thought ... b) reject results with a negligible probability ... the difficulty of defining
'negligible'. This will clearly vary with the confidence to be placed on the series of
results ... it is necessary to fix arbitrary limits: often results outside the 2s or 3s limit
from the mean of the total number of observations are rejected ... Correlation of
rejected results with major physical disturbances or serious personal mistakes should
be used as confirmation of the rejection of poor results" ([17], p. 11). It is only fair to
note that the other 'school of thought' referred to in the passage quoted would reject no
results, but one cannot really take this seriously: any scientist faced with the following
series of readings of some variable would reject the third member, (whether on the
grounds that it was too improbable or simply a mistake is immaterial): 73, 73, 15,
69, 72, 71, 74, 70 ...
Bennett argues ([1], pp. 116-19) against a 'mistake lhypothesis' such as I have advanced, and suggests that scientists' behaviour is due to a Humean outlook which leads
them to treat universal genetalisations of law as merely 'weakly quantified' (i.e. not
'all ...', but 'nearly all ...'). They can thus admit some discrepant data without having
either to explain them away or reject the generalization. I think the passage quoted
shows that scientists will not reject data as lightly as Bennett's account suggests.
Moreover, the mistake hypothesis accounts better for the quantitative effects of
different ways of being more careful in carrying out an experiment. To carry out an
experiment more carefully may simply mean that more precautions are taken against
making a mistake. Then the proportion of discrepant readings that can be rejected as
mistakes is correspondingly reduced. An experimenter who is more careful in this
sense can interpret his imprecision as representing more standard deviations (3s
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instead of 2s) or a higher confidence limit (99.9% instead of 99%) but must be
prepared to accept a longer interval of imprecision. Now an experimenter may be more
careful in a different sense, by refining his operational definition to control more of
the many variables whose fluctuations account for the normal law distribution, while
taking no more precautions against a mistake. In this case he may expect the distribution function to be narrower, so that the interval of imprecision (still 2s or 99%0)
is shorter. Bennett's weak quantification explains none of this, though it is perfectly
adequate for the qualitative examples he gives of 'unrepeatable experiments' ([1],
p. 117). I take all the above to afford strong support for the normal law interpretation,
and I shall assume it without further question for the rest of the paper.
The normal law interpretation of imprecision in a variable leads naturally to the
same interpretation of the acceptable range of a law relating such variables. The acceptable range is then defined to allow the same small chance of readings of the dependent
variable falling outside the acceptable interval as readings of each variable considered
separately have of falling outside its interval of imprecision. Now if values of each
variable are distributed according to the normal law, so are predicted values of the
dependent variable, Xk, and hence also the differences, zlxk, between measured and
predicted values. Hence the end points of the acceptable interval of Xk are fixed by
finding the standard deviation, u(Axk), of ZIXk,as a function of the standard deviations,
o(xj), of each variable, x;.
Now the standard deviation of a function, F, of n normally distributed variables,
1, 2, ... n, is given by
xj, j
I.W(u(xj) &

O2(F)

provided that aF/axj is defined for allj = 1, 2 ... n. Then if the imprecision in each
variable, on the normal law interpretation, is given by i(x1) = m.cr(xj), m = constant
for all j = 1, 2 ... n, we have at once that
m20A2F) =

(i(xi)

-

2

The predicted value, Xk', of the dependent variable,
variable, xj(j # k), and by definition
/JXk

-

is a function of every other

Xk,

Xk

so that
-

m2cr2(ixk)

I

k

(i(xj)

+

i2(Xk)

which simplifies without ambiguity, by dropping the superscript on the predicted
value of xk, to

2

(

aXk

2
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Since each xj is normally distributed, there is the same chance that a value of ixk will
fall outside an interval of length mOQ(x1k) as that a value of any x3 will fall outside its
interval of imprecision, i(xj). This is therefore the definition of the acceptable interval
required by the normal law interpretation.
Thus for a functional law of the general form
f(XlI

x2,

..

Xn)

(1)

-

the acceptable range is measured by the length of the acceptable interval, I(xk), for
any dependent variable, Xk, k
1, 2, ... n, where I(xk) is defined by
12(x)

=

I

(i(x)

ak

)2

(2)

It is assumed that a) CXk/CXj is defined for allj = 1, 2, ... n, (otherwise Xk could hardly
be a dependent variable) and b) the imprecisions are small enough for the derivatives
to be reasonably evaluated at some mean observed value. To illustrate with the simple
gas law, PVRT, when temperature is the dependent variable, we have

12(T) = i2(T) + (IV

a

(i(P)

ap

= i2(T) + (i(V)P/1R)2+ (i(P)17/R)2

(3)

where F, P, are mean observed values.
Note that equation (2) is consistent with the invariable pratice of scientists in combining imprecision according to the theory of errors ([15], p. 63).
4. Imprecision in Parameters.
It remains to consider the possibility of imprecision
in the values of parameters in functional relations (such as the gas constant, R, of the
simple gas law above). Suppose a functional law is tested, and it is found that more
readings fall outside the acceptable interval than a mistake hypothesis can account for.
Formally, of course, the law should be rejected and so it will be if the readings are
wildly discrepant, as in Figure 4a. But if readings merely spill slightly over the acceptable range, as in Figure 4b, and this scatter is within what the occasion requires, the
form of the law may be kept by ascribing some imprecision to its parameters and thus
widening its acceptable range.
First, various types of parameter must be distinguished. Many relations contain one
or more parameters whose values are chosen to 'fit' the available data (e.g. reaction
rate and equilibrium constants, tensile strengths, heat capacities, electrical resistances,
coefficients of absorption, expansion, viscosity, elasticity, heat and mass transfer-and
a host of 'correction factors'). These empirical parameters form the subject of this
section. In other relations values of the parameters are prescribed by some higher
level theory. These theoretical parameters are considered in the next section. Here I
merely note that to explain a law is commonly to transform empirical into theoretical
parameters by deriving their established values from a theory. Among the more
important theoretical parameters are: Planck's constant, Avogadro's number, the
Faraday, molecular diameters, gravitational constants, atomic and molecular weights,
the mass and charge of the electron.
All the above parameters must be distinguished from constants arising from
dimensional considerations, (e.g. in changing units from feet to metres or Fahrenheit
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to Centigrade degrees) or from purely deductive mathematical operations such as
integration. Numerical constants are only invoked to preserve a particular parameter
through a deductive chain or against some change of scale. They can always be
eliminated at the cost of generating new parameters and perhaps of obscuring the
connection between related expressions. Hence the question of ascribing imprecision
to them does not arise. Parameters taking only discrete values (e.g. number of components in a chemical reaction or samples in a statistical trial) can be neglected for the
same reason.
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Suppose, for simplicity, a functional law to have just one empirical parameter.
If a value of the parameter exists which brings the scattered sets of readings within
the acceptable range, no imprecision need be ascribed to it in order to preserve the
law. Such a parameter I shall call 'factually precise'. This does not, of course, imply
that a unique, precise value can be derived from inevitably imprecise data. The data
will define an interval of values, any member of which the parameter may assume
without significantly increasing the chance of refuting the law. (A 'significant increase'
I take to be of the order of the chance of discrepant readings allowed by the mistake
hypothesis.) The length of this interval I shall call the 'uncertainty' in the value of the
parameter. It is clear that this is not imprecision as I have defined it, since to asclibe
a more precise value within the interval of uncertainty will not refute the law.
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The effect on the predicted value of a dependent variable, xk, of a small change, dp,
in the value of a parameter, p, is given in magnitude by

dp .

l8Xpkl

If, the acceptable interval extends, say, 3a(ziXk) each side of the mean value of xk
(i.e., m = 6, see p. 115) it is readily shown that a shift of 0.3c increases the chance of a
discrepant reading from 0.26 to 0.40 p.c. ([10], p. 219). So the uncertainty, u(p), in the
value of a factually precise parameter, p, may be roughly defined by
10u(p)) *

I(Xk)-

|

(4)

Where a law has more empirical parameters than one, an equation such as (4) does
not specify each uncertainty uniquely. While such accepted curve-fitting techniques
as that of 'least squares' enable 'best values' to be assigned simultaneously to several
parameters, they do not determine the uncertainties. A convention that seems to be
implicit in much scientific practice is to equate the effects of the uncertainties on the
value of the dependent variable ([21], Vol. 5, pp. 106-113). Thus, if there are m
empirical parameters, pj, j = 1, 2, ... m, we have

I(xk)-

,Xk

Om*u(Pj)

and can thus determine u(pj) for all j

=

1, 2,

j = 1, 2, ..., m
...

m.
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As operational definitions are refined, imprecision in the variables decreases and
hence (equation 3) so does the acceptable range of the law and (equations 4, 5) uncertainties in any empirical parameters. It is possible that sets of readings may now cease
to fall in the acceptable range. But if not, a limit is eventually reached when the acceptable range is determined by conceptual imprecision in the variables which no refinement
of operational definitions can diminish. A parameter which is factually precise at this
limit will remain so.
Suppose, however, that at some stage imprecision must be ascribed to an empirical
parameter to preserve a law against discrepant readings. This parameter is then
factually imprecise. Since the mathematical form of the law does not distinguish parameters from variables, it seems clear that a law's acceptable range should be extended
by imprecision in a parameter as it is by imprecision in a variable. Thus, for a law of
the general form
Pm) =

f(xi , x2 , ... xn; Pl ) P2

?

(6)

where p1 , P2 , .. Pm are parameters (empirical and theoretical), the acceptable range
may be redefined by an acceptable interval, I(Xk), such that
X

2()

k

+

aXk
p

(i(P1)
ip

(7)

Thus the acceptable range of the simple gas law as defined by equation 3 (p. 1 15) is
extended by the addition of a term
(i(R)

- P-

/R2)2

arising from imprecision, i(R), ascribed to the gas constant, R.
A law's theoretical parameters may be subject to other than factual imprecision, or
theory may require them to be precise (see Section 5 below). In the latter case, any
desired extension of the acceptable range must be provided by imprecision in an
empirical parameter, since a parameter, pj , is precise if and only if, i(pj) 0= and hence,
given aXklj9P1# oo, i(pi) * aXk/lpj = O.
Where a law requiring factual imprecision has more empirical parameters than one,
equation 7 clearly does not specify each imprecision uniquely. In this case, as with
uncertainties (equation 5, p. 117), the tacit convention seems to be to equate the
effects, i.e. to set for each empirical parameter, Pi I P2

i(p)

i(p2)

i

3

.

5. Theoretical

(8)

I have defined a theoretical parameter, p, in a law, Ll,
Parameters.
as one whose value is prescribed by a higher level theory, T, (p. 115). But this prescribed value must have been obtained from some other law, L2, derivable from T, in
which the value of p was originally unspecified, i.e. in which p appeared as an empirical
parameter. Now clearly the temporal order in which the laws L1 and L2 happened to be
tested is of no logical consequence. The situation is simply that there are two laws
containing empirical parameters which the theory identifies. Thus gravitational
theory identifies the coefficient, g, in Galilei's law with one in the law giving the period
of vibration of a pendulum; atomic theory identifies empirical parameters obtained in
applying the simple gas law to different gases with the universal gas constant, R;
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kinetic theory identifies parametersin laws of gas compressibility,viscosity, diffusion
and conductivity as correspondingto the molecular diameter, etc. Then in each of
LI) L2) ..., p may be factually precise or imprecise, and the intervalsof uncertainty
or imprecisionmay or may not overlap.
If p has factual imprecisionil(p) in L1, L1 will be refuted unless some interval of
imprecision,i,(p), containingil(p), is ascribedto p. Similarly,if p is imprecise in any
other law, L2, that law will be refutedunless i,(p) also contains i2(p). The interval,
in p in exactly the same sense in which the
i,(p), thus representsconceptualimprecision
terms have been defined for variables(section2, pp. 109-111).Conceptualimprecision
can arise in a theoreticalparameterwhich is factuallyprecise in all its laws if any two
of its intervals of uncertaintyfail to overlap, since then no precise value could be
assigned to it without falsifying at least one acceptedlaw into which it enters. These
considerationslead to the following definition:
The conceptualimprecision,i,(p), in a theoreticalparameter,p, is the (length of the)
shortest intervalcontainingintervalsi'(p), i"(p), defined as follows:
a) If Lj, Lk, are any two laws in which p is factually precise but in which the
intervalsof uncertainty,Uj(p), Uk(P), do not overlap,let ijk(p) be the intervalseparating
uj(p) and uk(P). The longest such interval is i'(p).
b) If L7n Ln, are any two laws in which p has factual imprecisions,i.(p), in(p),
let imrn(P) be the shortest interval containing both im(p) and in(p). The longest such
,

interval is i"(p).

A good example of conceptual imprecision is that in the molecular diameter, d,
of a gas given by simple kinetic theory. In this case, factual imprecisionin each of the
laws in which d enters contributes less to its conceptual imprecision than does the
discrepancybetweenvalues obtainedfrom differentlaws ([2], pp. 257, 511). Conceptual
imprecisionin g on the other hand arisesratherfrom its factualimprecisionin Galilei's
law than from discrepanciesbetween that and other laws.
If a theoreticalparameteris factually precise in all its laws and all its intervals of
uncertaintyoverlap, no conceptualimprecisionneed be ascribed to it, and its uncertainty is the length of the interval of overlap, which is commonly just the shortest
intervalof uncertainty.Thus uncertaintyin the value of a conceptuallyprecise parameter is generally fixed by the precision of its most accuratemeasurement,while
conceptualimprecisionis generallyfixed by the least accuratemeasurement.
If a number of laws yield discrepant, factually precise values for a theoretical
parameter,one may choose to reject the theory that identifies the various empirical
parametersrather than ascribe imprecisionto a theoretical parameter.It remains to
considerthe groundsof choice and the explanationof parametricimprecisiongenerally
within a deductivesystem.
It will now be convenient to refer to a law as precisewhen it contains only precise
parameters.Precision,so defined, is evidently desirablein a law, since any imprecision
in a parameterextends the acceptablerange and makesthe law at once less informative
and less refutable. With sufficientimprecision,any form of law could cover virtually
any data, and the deductive structureof science would become untestable.It is therefore necessaryto justify introducingthe notion of parametricimprecisionby showing
how it can be explained and limited within a deductive structure.
Imprecisionin an empiricalparameteris deductively explained by the existence of
some other precise law relatingthe same variables.In Figure 5, for example,from the
precise exponential law, the imprecision required for a linear law covering a given
rangeis at once deducible.Such simpler, impreciseexpressionsare often used (e.g. for
2
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interpolating)where the imprecisionis within what is required. Thus if, for a given
imprecisionin the variables,a gas obeys Van de Waal's law,

= R'T

(V-b)

(P +#)

precisely, (i.e., a, b, R', are factually precise) the imprecision required in applying
the simple gas law over any rangeis readilycalculable.Of course, practisingscientists
do not carryout such calculationsin detail, nor do they put the matteras I have put it.
But any scientist or engineer, pressed to justify the use of an expression that is only
'good to 5%', would do so by showing that it differed from a more precise (and
probablymore complex) one by less than this amount,and it is just this processwhich
I claim to have explicated.
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In the same way, imprecision in theoreticalparametersis explained by deduction
from a precise higherlevel theory.Thus, acceptingthe Newtonian theory of gravitation
as precise for all but the most sensitive measurements,the imprecisionthat must be
ascribed to Galilei's law over any range of altitude can be strictly deduced. So the
deductive structure remains testable: if g is more or less imprecise than Newton's
theory requires,then both the precisetheory and the limitedlyimpreciselaw are refuted.
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But if not, Galilei's law is retained, with its limited, deductively explained imprecision,
in constant, informative and refutable use.
The condition that must be imposed on the use of imprecision within a deductive
account of science is now clear: it is that parameters in the currently accepted highest
level theories must be conceptually precise. If such a precise theory is refuted by
experience, its retention as an imprecise theory can only be justified if its imprecision
can be limited by derivation from a yet higher level theory, which must therefore be
itself precise. So imprecision in Newton's theory, (in the gravitational constant, G) is
deductively explained and hence limited, by Relativity theory. Similarly, it is surely
clear that any failure to correlate the results of diverse measurements of such theoretical
constants as those mentioned on p. 115 would be taken to refute the theories in which
they occur, and lead to the search for further precise theories from which the required
imprecision could be deduced.
6. Summary. I have tried to show how the effects of experimental error or imprecision can be accommodated within a testable, deductive scientific structure. The main
features of the scheme proposed in the preceding sections are summarized below.
Section 2: A necessary imprecision attaches to operationally defined variables. It
has two components, operational imprecision and conceptual imprecision. The latter,
arising from discrepancies in the results of applying alternative operational definitions,
sets a lower limit to imprecision which cannot be overcome by refining any one definition.
Section 3: To interpret imprecision as a definite interval on a normal law probability
distribution leads consistently to the same interpretation of the acceptable range of a
law. This interpretation explicates plausibly the attitude of scientists to discrepant
data and leads to a definition of the acceptable range of a law which accords with
actual applications of the theory of errors.
Section 4: Where the acceptable range required of a law is greater than imprecision
in the variables can account for, imprecision may be ascribed to parameters. Factual
imprecision in an empirical parameter is distinguished from uncertainty as to the
value of a factually precise parameter.
Section 5: Conceptual imprecision may arise in a theoretical parameter in the same
sense in which it always arises in variables. For the deductive structure to remain
testable, it is necessary that the parameters in the currently highest level theories be
conceptually precise. Then imprecision in lower level theories and laws is limited and
explained by deduction from a higher level.
Imprecise laws and theories are not displaced by the (often formally inconsistent)
theories by which their imprecision is explained, but are rather thereby justified. To
explain is not to explain away.
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